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The Pacific floor impossible drift
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Perin’
s expanding ring paradox
Perin’s
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Perin has found a great circle that
does not meet any
“subduction”
zone

This means
that only rifts and
oceanic spreading happen on it
without compensation (subduction)

Then: all the other great circles
must be in extension
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Subduction: how many directions?

Redrawn and Generalized to Mediterranean from Cliff Ollier, 2003 (Hilgenberg book)





How can be possible so much different directions of subduction
in a so small region?
region?
It is simpler to invert the direction of the arrows obtaining the
directions of the gravitational spreading from an uplifted core
region
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Fukao et al.

Some doubt are rising
today from global
tomography about the
realistic interpretation of
the so called subduction
zones

other problems


The lenght of the mid oceanic ridges is more than two
times the lenght of the subduction zones. Is the average
subduction rate greater than twice the average
spreading rate?



An impossible coincidence. The oldest sea floor is of
Jurassic age on all the Oceans. Which means an
astonishing accordance of all the spreading ridges. With
only a little smaller spreading rate of the Pacific, we
would be able to observe the TriassicTriassic-age sea floor !



No trace of subduction in the Bering Sea. But America is
approaching to Asia since the Pangea breakbreak-up !
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The triple point motion


While the Earth expanded, the maximum expansion rate zone was not
not in a
fixed position with respect to the continents. The ages of the Pacific
Pacific
volcanism reveal the motion of this zone during the geological time
time along
the Darwin Rise
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Polar Motion and the Indian and Atlantic triple points


The influence of the
others triple points on
the direction of Polar
Motion can be put in
evidence performing a
vectorial sum of the
main contributions
(Pacific, Atlantic and
Indian)
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TPW is explained by expanding Earth






The TPW contains a
clear signal of inversion
of direction
This signal can be
easily explained by the
passage of the
superplume from north
to south of equator

PM and TPW are the
same phenomenon !!

Scalera, G., 2006a: TPW and Polar Motion
as due to an asymmetrical Earth expansion.
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Supplement to Vol. 49 (1), 483-500.

Polar Motion shift caused by the
Sumatra great earthquake
The displacement size and
direction of the rotation
axis is compatible only
with a sudden uplift of
mantle materials
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A space comparison of
different data reveals
an unexpected
anti-correlation between
volcanic rocks and
seismic energy










Struct.
Struct. Kinem.
Kinem. Map (CNR)
Magnetised Intrased.
Bodies (AGIP)
Carbonatites
C-Index linked to seismic
energy (INGV)
Bouguer Anomalies
Minima
Focal mechanisms
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clustered pattern of hypocentres – not only at local scale

East-Asia Wadati-Benioff zones
Filaments and clusters are present on the large scale 3D plot

Scalera 2007, Geofisica
Internacional, 47, 19-50
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Salomon Fiji Tonga Kermadek Wadati-Benioff zones
clusters of hypocentres in a zone where a
parallel trench, expanding ridge and fold-belt co-exist and
indicate a common origin in a process in different phases of evolution

South American ‘subduction’?

In this zone, a comparison between
hypocentral pattern and active volcanoes is possible --LARGE LACKS OF INTERMEDIATE-DEPTH EARTHQUAKES
ARE CORRELATED TO LACKS OF ACTIVE VOLCANOES
1960

1868
1835

1906

Scalera 2007,
Geofisica
Internacional,
47, 19-50
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correlation between extreme
magnitude earthquakes and
eruptions in South America
Scalera 2008, Advances
in Geosciences, 14, 1-17
(in the press)
Smithsonian
Eruption Catalogue
South American Region

NEIC: Earthquake Search Results
Rectangular Grid Search
Latitude Range: -60 to 18
Longitude Range: -90 to -60
Magnitude Range: 8.3 to 9.8
Depth Range: 0 to 800
Date Range: 1800 1 1 to 2006 12 31

some eruption before,
some eruption after
the earthquake ?

some
eruption
before,
some
eruption
after !

Scalera 2008,
Advances in
Geosciences,
14, 41-57

South American Pacific Margin is the key region
for installing geophysical instruments arrays (on land and on sea-floor)
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clusters in the two
sintaxial zones

Then:
there exist
single clusters?

YES !
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van der Hoeven et al. 2004, EOS

Orogens: Vrancea zone
On the top, older layers are
pushed on younger ones

Vrancea is a uplifting zone

Is the flow of material
toward the surface?
Are the Vrancea earthquakes
linked to a rising flow?
Tomek and PANCARDI group 2006
www.geofys.uu.se/eprobe/Projects/pancardi/Pancardi.htm
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the divide
is in delay
on max heights

Cimini & Marchetti 2006,
Annals of Geophysics
Supplement to Vol 49, n.1

Is the flow of material
toward the surface?

Scalera 2005, Boll Soc Geol It
Volume Speciale n°5

Dario Slejko,
2005,
Ric.& Fut.,
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Giuliana Mele et.al.
2006, EPSL.
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A combined spreading-uplift process?
(a nonnon-elasticelastic-rebound mechanism)

in a rising column of deep mantle materials
a series of increasing volume phase changes are available

Density (g/c3)

Phase
1. α-olivine

(85 km)

3.31

2. β-spinel

(220 km)

3.47

3. γ-spinel

(330 km)

3.55

∆V/V

∆V/V total

4.8 %
2.3%
22 %
10.4 %
4. Ilmenite

(570 km)

3.92

5. Perovskite

(710 km)

4.10

4.6 %

this excess of volume needs room,
and the room to accomadate this additional volume
can be naturally found on the Earth’s surface
constituting an orogen
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in this model isostasy and phase change expansion cooperate
in causing extrusion on the surface

model on the left: subduction.
the Clapeyron slope of the phase
changes give origin to an uplifted
bulge of denser material at the
410 km discontinuity. This causes
the ‘slab pull’
Model on the right: ‘upduction’.
the reversed lighter bulge favours
the extrusion of mantle material and
the orogenic processes on the surface

Rival Models of Active Margins
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metamorphysm

Metamorphism then occurred
in a spatially heterogeneous manner,
with several distinct physical processes
involving feedbacks between
deformation, fluid infiltration,
and chemical reactions
operating simultaneously
in different parts of the rock mass.

Bjørnerud M. G., Austrheim H. and M. G. Lund, 2002:
Processes leading to eclogitization (densification) of subducted and
tectonically buried crust
Journal of Geophysical Research, 107(B10), 2252, doi:10.1029/2001JB000527, 2002

Different models of density
distribution are possible,
and the two model
of Snopek et al.
still do not affect the
“subducing” layer.
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... some non definitive conclusions ...
Filiform hypocentral
patterns

Tensional environment
Isostatic filling flow &
Phase changes

The “elevator” for the
HP metamorphism is
found




WadatiWadati-Benioff zones hypocenters have irregular and
filiform clusterized patterns.
Very difficult to explain with plate motion.
motion. A migration
of a deep disturbance surfaceward is favoured.
favoured.



Isostatic vertical flow of material in a tensional
environment and consequent phasephase-changes toward
openopen-packed crystal structure can create the volume
increase that is needed in building continental orogens.
orogens.



The same vertical flow can act as an “elevator” for
metamorphosed fragments of the crust and litosphere
that have been buried up to 6060-70 km by the orogen’s
lateral spreading and overthrust. Earthquakes can help
in create high overpressures.

... a definitive conclusion ...
South American Pacific Margin is the key region for installing
geophysical instruments arrays (on land and on seasea-floor)

Criticisms of the subduction concept –
can mobilism renounce to it?

yes
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